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A “mine” is generally any surface or underground location involved in the extraction,
preparation, or processing of coal or other minerals.
A “miner” is generally any person working in a mine, including contractors,
construction or demolition workers, and truck drivers who are regularly exposed to
mine hazards. Supervisors who may not normally perform actual physical mining
activities but who work in a mine are also “miners.”
http://www.msha.gov/s&hinfo/minersrights/minersrights.pdf
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Mining is the extraction of valuable minerals or other geological materials from the
earth from an ore body, lode, vein, seam, or reef, which forms the mineralized package
of economic interest to the miner. Ores recovered by mining include metals, coal and oil
shale, gemstones, limestone, and dimension stone, rock salt and potash, gravel, and
clay. Mining is required to obtain any material that cannot be grown through
agricultural processes, or created artificially in a laboratory or factory. Mining in a wider
sense includes extraction of any non-renewable resource such as petroleum, natural
gas, or even water.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining

Minerals in India
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Types of Mining
The main two divisions of mining are:
· Surface mining
· Underground mining

Underground Mining
Underground mining refers to a group of techniques used
for the extraction of valuable minerals or other geological
materials from the earth.
Variations of underground mining:
Drift mining
Drift mining is a method of accessing valuable
geological material, such as coal, by cutting into the
side of the earth, rather than tunneling straight
downwards. Drift mines have horizontal entries into
the coal seam from a hillside. Drift mines are distinct
from slope mines, which have an inclined entrance
from the surface to the coal seam.

Surface Mining
Surface mines are mining operations that delve into
rock to extract deposits of mineral resources that are
close to the surface. In most forms of surface mining,
heavy equipment, such as earthmovers, first remove
the overburden (the soil and rock above the deposit).
Next, huge machines such as drag line excavators
extract the mineral. Once the material has been
removed, the land is recovered for safe use on the
surface through a process called reclamation.
Variations of surface mining:
Placer Mining
Placer mining involves any type of mining where raw
minerals are deposited in sand or gravel or on the
surface and are picked up without having to drive, use
dynamite or any other significant means.
Strip Mining
Strip mining is the practice of mining a seam of mineral
ore by first removing all of the soil and rock that lies on
top of it (the overburden). It is similar to open-pit
mining in many regards.
Mountaintop removal
Mountaintop removal (MTR) is a relatively new form of
coal mining that involves the mass restructuring of
earth in order to reach sediment as deep as 1,000 feet
below the surface.
Hydraulic
Hydraulic mining involves high pressure water. The
water is sprayed at an area of rock and/or gravel and
the waterbreaks the rock up, dislodging ore and placer
deposits. The water/oremixture is then milled. This is a
very destructive way to mine.
Open Pit
Open pit mines involve digging large open holes in the
ground as opposed to a small shaft in hard rock mining.
This method of mining is most often used with minerals
like copper and molybdenum. Open pit mines are very
large and mostly away from urban areas.
Dredging
Dredging is a method often used to bring up
underwater mineral deposits. Although dredging is
usually employed to clear or enlarge waterways for
boats, it can also recover significant amounts of
underwater minerals relatively efficiently and cheaply.

Slope mining
Slope mining is a method of accessing valuable
geological material, such as coal. A sloping access
shaft travels downwards towards the coal seam.
Slope mines differ from shaft and drift mines,
which access resources by tunneling straight down
or horizontally, respectively.
Shaft mining
Shaft mining is a type of underground mining
done by use of a mine shaft (vertical passageway
used for access to an underground mine). On the
surface above the shaft stands a building known
as the head frame, which in previous years
contained a winding engine and in modern times
contains an electric hoist controller. This raises and
lowers the cage within the shaft. The cage serves
as a lift for the transportation of minerals,
equipment, and workers.
Hard Rock
Hard Rock mining refers to various techniques used
to mine ore bodies by creating underground "rooms"
supported by surrounding pillars of standing rock.
Terms for this include stope and pillar, room and
pillar, long hole stopping, benching, vertical crater
retreat, block caving, and sub level caving.
Hard rock mining is used for mining many ore types
such as gold, copper, zinc and diamonds.
This can be done by pillars, which are then mined
following the backfilling of the initial slopes.
Coarse ore is mucked out using gravity to help move
it down rock raises or shafts to waiting trains of ore
cars used to move it to the surface. These trains can
travel through long drifts or tunnels ending in portals
to the mills on the surface. Ore is also moved in skip
buckets hauled up shafts and emptied into bins
beneath surface head frame towers for transport to
the mill.
Borehole Mining
Borehole Mining (BHM) is a remote operated method
of mining mineral resources through boreholes by
means of high pressure water jets. This process can
be carried out from the land surface, open pit floor,
underground mine, floating platform, or vessel
through pre-drilled boreholes.
http://www.detroitsalt.com/types-of-mining.html
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World's Worst Mining Disasters
Worst Mining Disasters - World's Deadliest Mining Accidents
Benxihu Colliery

worst of a spate of mine disasters in Wales that occurred
during a period of shoddy mine safety from 1850 to 1930.
On June 25, 1894, 290 died at the Albion Colliery in
Cilfynydd, Glamorgan, in a gas explosion.
On Sept. 22, 1934, 266 died in the Gresford Disaster near
Wrexham in North Wales.
on Sept. 11, 1878, 259 were killed at the Prince of Wales
Mine, Abercarn, Monmouthshire, in an explosion.
Coalbrook, South Africa

http://0.tqn.com/d/worldnews/1/0/z/G/-/-/Chinamap.gif

On April 26, 1942, a coal-dust explosion -- a prevalent
hazard in underground mines -- killed a full third of the
workers on duty at the time: 1,549 dead. A frenzied effort to
cut off the ventilation and seal the mine to kill the fire
reportedly left many unevacuated workers who initially
survived the blast to suffocate to death. It took 10 days to
remove the bodies -- 31 Japanese, the rest Chinese -- and
they were buried in a mass grave. Tragedy struck China
again when 682 died on May 9, 1960, in the Laobaidong
colliery coal dust explosion.
Courrières mine disaster

Japan coal mining disasters

http://0.tqn.com/d/worldnews/1/0/x/G/-/-/coalbrook.jpg

The biggest mine disaster in South African history was also
one of the deadliest in the world. On Jan. 21, 1960, a rock fall
in a section of the mine trapped 437 miners. Of those
casualties, 417 succumbed to methane poisoning. One of
the problems was that there wasn't a drill capable of cutting
a large enough hole for the men to escape.
http://worldnews.about.com/od/disasters/tp/Worlds-WorstMining-Disasters.htm

Mining affects environment
Air: Surface mines may produce dust from blasting
operations and haul roads. Many coal mines release
methane, a greenhouse gas. Smelter operations with
insufficient safeguards in place have the potential to pollute
the air with heavy metals, sulphur dioxide, and other
pollutants.

http://0.tqn.com/d/worldnews/
1/0/w/G/-/-/Courrieres.jpg

A coal-dust explosion ripped
through this mine in
Northern France on March
10, 1906. At least two-thirds
of the miners working at the
time were killed: 1,099 died,
including many children.
Many of those who survived
suffered burns or were
sickened by the gases. One
group of 13 survivors lived
for 20 days underground;
three of those survivors
were under age 18. The
worst mining disaster in
Europe's history.

http://0.tqn.com/d/worldnews
/1/0/-/H/-/-/japan.gif

On Dec. 15, 1914, a gas
explosion at the Mitsubishi
Hojyo coal mine in Kyūshū,
Japan, killed 687, making it
the deadliest mine accident
in Japan's history. On Nov. 9,
1963, 458 miners were
killed in the Mitsui Miike coal
mine in Omuta, Japan, 438
of those from carbon
monoxide poisoning. This,
the largest coal mine in the
c o u n t r y, d i d n ' t c e a s e
operation until 1997

Welsh coal mining disasters
The Senghenydd Colliery Disaster happened on Oct. 14,
1913, during a period of peak coal output in the United
Kingdom. The cause was most likely a methane explosion
that ignited coal dust. The death toll was 439, making it the
most deadly mine accident in the UK. This was the

Water: The mining sector uses large quantites of water,
though some mines do reuse much of their water intake.
Mining throws sulphide-containing minerals into the air,
where they oxidize and react with water to form sulphuric
acid. This, together with various trace elements impacts
groundwater, both from the surface and underground
mines.
Land: The movement of rocks due to mining activities and
overburden (material overlying a mineral deposit that must
be removed before mining) in the case of surface mines
impacts land severely. These impacts may be temporary
where the mining company returns the rock and overburden
to the pit from which they were extracted. Many copper
mines, for example, extract ore that contains less than 1%
copper.
Health and safety: Mining operations range from
extremely hazardous to being as safe or as dangerous as any
other large scale industrial activity. Underground mining is
generally more hazardous than surface mining because of
poorer ventilation and visibility and the danger of rockfalls.
The greatest health risk arise form dust, which may lead to
respiratory problems, and from exposure to radiation (where
applicable).
Source: Sustainable Development Networking Programme
(SDNP, India)
http://www.oecd.org/env/1830307.pdf
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Mines

Control Measure

Ergonomics

Exacerbate shoulders
disorder ankle & knee injury

Overhead work

Fatigue

Shift work

Sleep deficits, Impairment
of cognitive & motor
performance

Hot location

http://news.in.msn.com/business/coal-indiaplans-to-recover-reserves-from-underground-mines

Chemical
Silicosis, pneumoconiosis

Coal worker's pneumoconiosis or
Coal Dust
black lung, chronic bronchitis, emphesema

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/photo/
7493861.cms

http://www.ucanews.com/uploads/
2011/05/FFT862_1s.jpg

http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/maHK5r7rDzY/
Coal+Mining+In+India+s+Jharia/xK-YM66f8n8

Crystalline Silica
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Asbestosis, lung cancer, mesothelemia

Asbestos

Risk of lung cancer

Diesel Particulate
Exposure

Risk of lung cancer

Arsenic

Ni - Lung cancer nasal sinuses cancer
Al – lung cancer, bladder cancer,
occupational Asthma, Skin allergy

Al Smelter
methane gas explosion

Anorexia, respiratory irritants

Diseal Engine exhaust

Mercury poisoning

Mercury

Dermatitis

Hydrofluoric acid

Acute bronchospasm

Sulphur dioxide gas

Compiled from: http://occmed.oxfordjournals.org/content/54/5/283.full.pdf

(Exposure & Hazards)

Manual handling

Miner's health

http://www.mining.com/indias-first-simulatedunderground-mine-98685/

Cumulative trauma disorder
result in prolonged disability

Physical
Rock falls, fires,
explosion, mobile
equipment accidents etc.

Fatal Injury

Noise (During drilling,
Blasting cutting etc

Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL)

Heat & Humidity

Fatal heat stroke, heat exhaustion

Vibration
Using vibrating tools

Hand arm vibration syndrome, Vibration
white finger

Poor Lighting

Nystagmus, Photophobia, insomnia, Neurosis

Solar ultraviolet

Squamous cell & basal cell carcinomas

Infrared

Heat , stress, cataracts

Barometric Pressure

Symptoms of benign acute mountain
sickness (AMS)

Electromagnetic

Improved dust control device with
exhaust system and bag filters

Enclosure

Vertical Wet Drilling System For Dust Supression
http://www.mines.nic.in/writereaddata/filelinks/48435318_ANNUAL.pdf

Reduce sweat evaporation

Biological
Wet drilling

Malaria & Dengue fever
Leptospirosis & ankylostemiasis

Psychosocial

Wet drilling with enclosure

Psychosocial impairment
risk of transmitting some infectious
diseases such as tuberculosis, hepatitis B,
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
PPE
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Cause wise distribution of fatal accidents in
coal and non-coal mines during 2010

Cause wise distribution of serious accidents in
coal and non-coal mines during 2010
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Coal
Fall of roof

fall of sides

Non-Coal
Rope haulages

Dumpers

20.69

27.14

20.37

Coal

Truck tanker etc

Other michinery

Non-Coal

explosives

Fall of Person

Fall of Object

Other Causes

http://www.dgms.net/DGMS%20Standard%20Note-2010.pdf
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Prevention Through Simulation
Increasingly, mines use more high-tech tools for miner
training, such as machinery simulators and virtual reality
simulators. By simulating actual mine conditions and
emergencies, mine workers are better prepared and
companies can instantly assess a mine worker's progress
and skills

Trends in death rate in mines per 1000 persons employed
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Blasting License
People in charge of blasting operation attend specific
training and are required to be licensed for the use of
explosives and initiation systems.
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2. Safety Legislation
Common efforts of governments, mine operators, labor,
professional organizations and academia are likely to be
the rule in most mining countries to promote up-to-date
efficient safety legislations and harmonization of
practices.

Prevention of mining accidents
Training
Because of the unique dangers in mining operations,
workers need extensive safety training. Mandatory and
optional training are widely available to mining
professionals, rapidly raising the safety standards of this
industry.
Compulsory Training Programs for Miners
Most mining countries mandate that each mine have an
approved worker training program in health and safety
issues. Each plan must include a certain quantity of hours of
basic safety training for new miners with no experience. In
addition to new miner training, each miner must receive
regular refresher safety training every year, and miners
assigned to new jobs must receive safety training related to
their new task

3. Technology Standard
The introduction of new technologies has been
continuously contributing to reduce the injury and fatality
rates in the mining industry. The larger occurrence of
mining accidents in developing countries and in illegal
mining operations is directly related to a lack of up-to-date
technology, especially regarding:
Personal Protective Equipments
Standards personal protective equipments, including
adequate radio communication devices or safety lamps
that won't potentially trigger explosives atmospheres.
Exploitation Infrastructure
Exploitation infrastructure for fire alarm, gas
management, miners rescue, ventilation, etc.
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Explosive Products
Now there is available a wide range of water-based
emulsion explosives and precise programmable
detonators to initiate it. These make a major difference in
safety versus unstable TNT-based explosives or erratic
traditional detonators (fuse caps).
Electronic detonators are a good example of technological
progress towards a safer mining environment.
Machinery to Replace Operators For the Most
Dangerous Operations
Some mines have now set up fully robotized drilling and
explosives charging processes.

4. Freedom of the Press and Public Concern
Being able to easily conceal an accident from the public
gives no incentive to local operators to improve the health
and safety standards in their operations. Freedom of the
press, trade unions and NGOs play a key role in reducing
mine accidents rate.
Public concern about mine accidents has already
prompted passage of stricter safety legislation, improved
training methodology, safer practices and technology.
http://mining.about.com/od/Accidents/a/Preventingmining-accidents.htm

Useful Weblink
National
Geological Survey of India (http://www.portal.gsi.gov.in/portal/page?_pageid=108,1109821&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL)
Indian Bureau of Mines (http://ibm.gov.in)
Ministry of mines (http://mines.nic.in/)
Ministry of Coal (http://www.coal.nic.in/)
Directorate General of Mines Safety (http://www.dgmsindia.in)
Atomic Mineral Directorate for Exploration and Research (http://www.dae.gov.in)
Central Institute of Mining & Fuel Research (http://www.cmriindia.nic.in/)
International
Geoscience Portal of Australia (www.geoscience.gov.au)
Department of Mines & Petroleum, WA (www.dmp.wa.gov.au)
Geological Survey of Canada (www.gsc.nrcan.gc.ca)
Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada (www.pdac.ca)
Ministry of Northen Development and Mines (www.mndm.gov.on.ca)
U.S. Geological Survey (www.usgs.gov)
British Geological Survey (http://.bgs.ac.uk)
Geological Survey of South Africa (http://gssa.org.za)
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